BuzziPod Wall Mounted

2 PERS. 🐾

Excl.

- Pencil
- Tape measure
- Drill

4x  4x

Incl.

- Screws
- Bolt

4x  4x

- Wall-mounted BuzziPod
Max. 45°
BuzziPod Ceiling Suspended Fixing System Screw

2 PERS. 🐾

Excl.

4x

Incl.

4x

4x

4x
Dimensions Fixing Points

S: W 80 cm H 40 cm
   W 31.50” H 15.75”
M: W 120 cm H 40 cm
   W 47.24” H 15.75”
L: W 140 cm H 60 cm
   W 55.12” H 23.62”
XL: W 160 cm H 80 cm
    W 62.99” H 31.50”
BuzziPod Ceiling Suspended Fixing System Magnet

2 PERS. 🐾

Excl.

Incl.